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TCP-LP: Low-Priority Service via End-Point
Congestion Control

Aleksandar Kuzmanovic and Edward W. Knightly

Abstract—Service prioritization among different traffic classes is an im-

portant goal for the Internet. Conventional approaches to solving this prob-

lem consider the existing best-effort class as the low-priority class, and at-

tempt to develop mechanisms that provide “better-than-best-effort” ser-

vice. In this paper, we explore the opposite approach, and devise a new

distributed algorithm to realize a low-priority service (as compared to the

existing best effort) from the network endpoints. To this end, we develop

TCP Low Priority (TCP-LP), a distributed algorithm whose goal is to uti-

lize only the excess network bandwidth as compared to the “fair share”

of bandwidth as targeted by TCP. The key mechanisms unique to TCP-LP

congestion control are the use of one-way packet delays for early congestion

indications and a TCP-transparent congestion avoidance policy. The results

of our simulation and Internet experiments show that that: (1) TCP-LP is

largely non-intrusive to TCP traffic; (2) both single and aggregate TCP-

LP flows are able to successfully utilize excess network bandwidth; more-

over, multiple TCP-LP flows share excess bandwidth fairly; (3) substantial

amounts of excess bandwidth are available to the low-priority class, even in

the presence of “greedy” TCP flows; (4) the response times of web connec-

tions in the best-effort class decrease by up to 90% when long-lived bulk

data transfers use TCP-LP rather than TCP; (5) despite their low-priority

nature, TCP-LP flows are able to utilize significant amounts of available

bandwidth in a wide-area network environment.

Keywords— TCP-LP, TCP, available bandwidth, service prioritization,

TCP-transparency.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOTIVATED by the diversity of networked applications, a

significant effort has been made to provide differentiation

mechanisms in the Internet, e.g., [7]. However, despite the avail-

ability of simple and scalable solutions (e.g., [5]), deployment

has not been forthcoming. A key reason is the heterogeneity of

the Internet itself: with vastly different link capacities, conges-

tion levels, etc., a single mechanism is unlikely to be uniformly

applicable to all network elements.

In this paper, we devise TCP-LP (Low Priority), an end-point

protocol that achieves two-class service prioritization without

any support from the network. The key observation is that

end-to-end differentiation can be achieved by having different

end-host applications employ different congestion control algo-

rithms as dictated by their performance objectives. Since TCP is

the dominant protocol for best-effort traffic, we design TCP-LP

to realize a low-priority service as compared to the existing best

effort service. Namely, the objective is for TCP-LP flows to uti-

lize the bandwidth left unused by TCP flows in a non-intrusive,

or TCP-transparent, fashion. Moreover, TCP-LP is a distributed

algorithm that is realized as a sender-side modification of the

TCP protocol.

One class of applications of TCP-LP is low-priority file trans-

fer over the Internet. For network clients on low-speed access
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links, TCP-LP provides a mechanism to retain faster response

times for interactive applications using TCP, while simultane-

ously making progress on background file transfers using TCP-

LP. Similarly, in enterprise networks, TCP-LP enables large file

backups to proceed without impeding interactive applications,

a functionality that would otherwise require a multi-priority or

separate network. Finally, institutions often rate-limit certain

applications (e.g., peer-to-peer file sharing applications) such

that they do not degrade the performance of other applications.

In contrast, TCP-LP allows low priority applications to use all

excess capacity while also remaining transparent to TCP flows.

A second class of applications of TCP-LP is inference of

available bandwidth for network monitoring, end-point admis-

sion control [4], and performance optimization (e.g., to select

a mirror server with the highest available bandwidth). Current

techniques (e.g., [20], [1], [13]) estimate available bandwidth by

making statistical inferences on measurements of the delay or

loss characteristics of a sequence of transmitted probe packets.

In contrast, TCP-LP is algorithmic with the goal of transmitting

at the rate of the available bandwidth. Consequently, competing

TCP-LP flows obtain their fair share of the available bandwidth,

as opposed to probing flows which infer the total available band-

width, overestimating the fraction actually available individu-

ally when many flows are simultaneously probing. Moreover,

as the available bandwidth changes over time, TCP-LP provides

a mechanism to continuously adapt to changing network condi-

tions.

Our methodology for developing TCP-LP is as follows. First,

we develop a reference model to formalize the two design ob-

jectives: TCP-LP transparency to TCP, and (TCP-like) fairness

among multiple TCP-LP flows competing to share the excess

bandwidth. The reference model consists of a two level hier-

archical scheduler in which the first level provides TCP pack-

ets with strict priority over TCP-LP packets and the second

level provides fairness among microflows within each class.

TCP-LP aims to achieve this behavior in networks with non-

differentiated (first-come-first-serve) service.

Next, to approximate the reference model from a distributed

end-point protocol, TCP-LP employs two new mechanisms.

First, in order to provide TCP-transparent low-priority ser-

vice, TCP-LP flows must detect oncoming congestion prior to

TCP flows. Consequently, TCP-LP uses inferences of one-way

packet delays as early indications of network congestion rather

than packet losses as used by TCP. We develop a simple an-

alytical model to show that due to the non-linear relationship

between throughput and round-trip time, TCP-LP can maintain

TCP-transparency even if TCP-LP flows have larger round-trip

times than TCP flows. Moreover, a desirable consequence of

early congestion inferences via one-way delay measurements is

that they detect congestion only on the forward path (from the
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source to the destination) and prevent false early congestion in-

dications from reverse cross-traffic.

TCP-LP’s second mechanism is a novel congestion avoidance

policy with three objectives: (1) quickly back off in the presence

of congestion from TCP flows, (2) quickly utilize the available

excess bandwidth in the absence of sufficient TCP traffic, and

(3) achieve fairness among TCP-LP flows. To achieve these

objectives, TCP-LP’s congestion avoidance policy modifies the

additive-increase multiplicative-decrease policy of TCP via the

addition of an inference phase and use of a modified back-off

policy.

Furthermore, we perform an extensive set of ns-2 simulation

experiments and study TCP-LP’s characteristics in a variety of

scenarios (single and multiple bottlenecks, short- and long-lived

TCP flows, etc.). First, in our experiments with greedy TCP

flows (FTP downloads), we show that TCP-LP is largely non-

intrusive to TCP traffic, and that TCP flows achieve approxi-

mately the same throughput whether or not TCP-LP flows are

present. Second, we explore TCP-LP’s dynamic behavior us-

ing experiments with artificial “square-wave” background traf-

fic. We show that single and aggregate TCP-LP flows can suc-

cessfully track and utilize the excess network bandwidth. Fi-

nally, in our experiments with HTTP background traffic, we

show that flows in the best-effort class can benefit significantly

from the two-class service prioritization scheme. For example,

the response times of web connections in the best-effort class

decrease by up to 90% when long-lived bulk data transfers use

TCP-LP rather than TCP.

Finally, we implement TCP-LP in Linux and evaluate it both

in a testbed as well as on the Internet. In the testbed, we per-

form experiments with many TCP and TCP-LP flows and show

that TCP-LP remains its TCP-transparent property even in such

large-aggregation regimes. Likewise, our Internet experiments

show that TCP-LP remains non-intrusive in a wide-area network

environment, while being able to utilize substantial amounts

of the available spare network bandwidth. For example, when

compared to TCP, TCP-LP is able to utilize approximately 45%

of the TCP throughput on average during working-hours (8 a.m.

to 5 p.m.), and as much as 75% outside this interval. Thus, the

results from both our simulation and Internet experiments con-

firm that TCP-LP is a practically applicable protocol that accu-

rately approximates the functionality of the reference model.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion II, we present the reference model to describe TCP-LP’s

design objectives and in Section III we present the TCP-LP pro-

tocol. Sections IV and V present simulation preliminaries and

experimental results. In Section VI we present protocol imple-

mentation details and results from the real-network experiments.

Finally, in Sections VII and VIII we discuss related work and

conclude.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we provide a brief review of TCP congestion

control and present a reference model to describe TCP-LP’s de-

sign objectives.

A. TCP Congestion Control

Figure 1 shows a temporal view of the TCP/Reno conges-

tion window behavior at different stages with points on the top

indicating packet losses.1 Data transfer begins with the slow-

start phase in which TCP increases its sending rate exponen-

tially until it encounters the first loss or maximum window size.

From this point on, TCP enters the congestion-avoidance phase

and uses an additive-increase multiplicative-decrease policy to

adapt to congestion. Losses are detected via either time-out from

non-receipt of an acknowledgment, or by receipt of a triple-

duplicate acknowledgment. If loss occurs and less than three

duplicate ACKs are received, TCP reduces its congestion win-

dow to one segment and waits for a period of retransmission

time out (RTO), after which the packet is resent. In the case that

another time out occurs before successfully retransmitting the

packet, TCP enters the exponential-backoff phase and doubles

RTO until the packet is successfully acknowledged.
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Fig. 1. Behavior of TCP Congestion Control

One objective of TCP congestion control is for each flow to

transmit at its fair rate at its bottleneck link. While biasing rates

in favor of flows with small round-trip times, we none-the-less

refer to TCP as “fair” in the discussion below.2

B. Reference Model and Design Objectives

The objective of TCP-LP is to use excess network bandwidth

left unutilized by non TCP-LP flows thereby making TCP-LP

flows transparent to TCP and UDP flows. This design objective

is formalized in Figure 2(a) which depicts a two-class hierar-

chical scheduling model (see [10]) that achieves the idealized

system functionality. In the reference system, there is a high-

priority and low-priority class, with the former obtaining strict

priority service over the latter. Within each class, service is fair

among competing flow-controlled flows. As networks do not

typically employ such scheduling mechanisms, the objective of

TCP-LP is to obtain an approximation to the reference model’s

behavior via an end-point congestion control algorithm. As de-

picted in Figure 2(b), in the actual system, all flows (high and

low priority) are multiplexed into a single first-come-first-serve

queue and service approximating that of the reference model is

obtained via the use of two different congestion control proto-

cols, TCP and TCP-LP. In other words, TCP flows should obtain

strict priority service over TCP-LP flows, and competing TCP-

LP flows should each obtain a fair bandwidth share compared to

1A detailed description of TCP can be found in [15].
2TCP’s fairness properties are studied in depth in [23] for example.
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(a) Reference Model (b) TCP-LP Realization

Fig. 2. Reference Model and TCP-LP Realization

other TCP-LP flows.3

To further illustrate, consider again the system shown in Fig-

ure 2(b). Denote C as the link capacity, D as the aggregate rate

demanded by all non-TCP-LP flows (high priority), and n as the

number of TCP-LP flows in the system, with all TCP-LP flows

having infinite demand and identical round trip times. Since the

excess network bandwidth is (C − D)+, the goal is for each

TCP-LP flow to utilize bandwidth given by (C − D)+/n.

III. TCP-LP PROTOCOL: MECHANISMS AND

DEPLOYMENT

In this section we develop TCP-LP, a low-priority congestion

control protocol that uses the excess bandwidth on an end-to-end

path, versus the fair-rate utilized by TCP. We first devise a mech-

anism for early congestion indication via inferences of one-way

packet delays. Next, we present TCP-LP’s congestion avoid-

ance policy to exploit available bandwidth while being sensitive

to early congestion indicators. We then develop a simple queue-

ing model to study the feasibility of TCP-transparent congestion

control under heterogeneous round trip times. Finally, we pro-

vide guidelines for TCP-LP parameter settings.

A. Early Congestion Indication

To achieve low priority service in the presence of TCP traffic,

it is necessary for TCP-LP to infer congestion earlier than TCP.

In principle, the network could provide such early congestion

indicators. For example, TCP-LP flows could use a type-of-

service bit to indicate low priority, and routers could use Early

Congestion Notification (ECN) messages [19] to inform TCP-

LP flows of lesser congestion levels than TCP flows. However,

given the absence of such network support, we devise an end-

point realization of this functionality by using packet delays as

early indicators for TCP-LP, as compared to packet drops used

by TCP. In this way, TCP-LP and TCP implicitly coordinate in

a distributed manner to provide the desired priority levels.

A.1 Delay Threshold

TCP-LP measures one-way packet delays and employs a sim-

ple delay threshold-based method for early inference of con-

gestion. Denote di as the one-way delay of the packet with

sequence number i, and dmin and dmax as the minimum and

maximum one-way packet delays experienced throughout the

3As UDP flows are non-responsive, they would also be considered high prior-
ity and multiplexed with the TCP flows.

connection’s lifetime.4 Thus, dmin is an estimate of the one-

way propagation delay and dmax − dmin is an estimate of the

maximum queueing delay.

Next, denote γ as the delay smoothing parameter, and sdi as

the smoothed one-way delay. An exponentially weighted mov-

ing average is computed as

sdi = (1 − γ)sdi−1 + γdi. (1)

An early indication of congestion is inferred by a TCP-LP

flow whenever the smoothed one-way delay exceeds a threshold

within the range of the minimum and maximum delay. In other

words, the early congestion indication condition is

sdi > dmin + (dmax − dmin)δ. (2)

where 0 < δ < 1 denotes the threshold parameter (we dis-

cuss the setting of parameters δ and γ in detail in Section III-D).

Thus, analogous to the way ECN uses increasing queue sizes to

alert flows of congestion before loss occurs, the above scheme

infers forthcoming congestion from the end points’ delay mea-

surements so that TCP-LP flows can be non-intrusive to TCP

flows.

A.2 Delay Measurement

TCP-LP obtains samples of one-way packet delays using the

TCP timestamp option [12]. Each TCP packet carries two four-

byte timestamp fields. A TCP-LP sender timestamps one of

these fields with its current clock value when it sends a data

packet. On the other side, the receiver echoes back this times-

tamp value and in addition timestamps the ACK packet with its

own current time. In this way, the TCP-LP sender measures

one-way packet delays. Note that the sender and receiver clocks

do not have to be synchronized since we are only interested in

the relative time difference. Moreover, a drift between the two

clocks is not significant here as resets of dmin and dmax on time-

scales of minutes can be applied [18]. Finally, we note that by

using one-way packet delay measurements instead of round-trip

times, cross-traffic in the reverse direction does not influence

TCP-LP’s inference of early congestion.

4Minimum and maximum one-way packet delays are initially estimated dur-
ing the slow-start phase and are used after the first packet loss, i.e., in the con-
gestion avoidance phase.
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B. Congestion Avoidance Policy

B.1 Objectives

TCP-LP is an end-point algorithm that aims to emulate the

functionality of the reference-scheduling model depicted in Fig-

ure 2. Consider for simplicity a scenario with one TCP-LP and

one TCP flow. The reference strict priority scheduler serves

TCP-LP packets only when there are no TCP packets in the

system. However, whenever TCP packets arrive, the scheduler

immediately begins service of higher priority TCP packets.

Similarly, after serving the last packet from the TCP class,

the strict priority scheduler immediately starts serving TCP-LP

packets. Note that it is impossible to exactly achieve this be-

havior from the network endpoints as TCP-LP operates on time-

scales of round-trip times, while the reference scheduling model

operates on time-scales of packet transmission times. Thus, our

goal is to develop a congestion control policy that is able to ap-

proximate the desired dynamic behavior.

B.2 Reacting to Early Congestion Indicators

TCP-LP must react quickly to early congestion indicators

to achieve TCP-transparency. However, simply decreasing the

congestion window promptly to zero packets after the receipt

of an early congestion indication (as implied by the refer-

ence scheduling model) unnecessarily inhibits the throughput of

TCP-LP flows. This is because a single early congestion indi-

cation cannot be considered as a reliable indication of network

congestion given the complex dynamics of cross traffic. On the

other hand, halving the congestion window of TCP-LP flows

upon the congestion indication, as recommended for ECN flows

[8], would result in too slow a response to achieve TCP trans-

parency.

To compromise between the two extremes, TCP-LP employs

the following algorithm. After receipt of the initial early conges-

tion indication, TCP-LP halves its congestion window and en-

ters an inference phase by starting an inference time-out timer.

During this inference period, TCP-LP only observes responses

from the network, without increasing its congestion window. If

it receives another early congestion indication before the infer-

ence timer expires, this indicates the activity of cross traffic, and

TCP-LP decreases its congestion window to one packet. Thus,

with persistent congestion, it takes two round-trip times for a

TCP-LP flow to decrease its window to 1. Otherwise, after

expiration of the inference timer, TCP-LP enters the additive-

increase congestion avoidance phase and increases its conges-

tion window by one per round-trip time (as with TCP flows in

this phase).

We observe that as with router-assisted early congestion indi-

cation [8], consecutive packets from the same flow often expe-

rience similar network congestion state. Consequently, as sug-

gested for ECN flows, TCP-LP also reacts to a congestion in-

dication event at most once per round-trip time. Thus, in order

to prevent TCP-LP from over-reacting to bursts of congestion

indicated packets, TCP-LP ignores succeeding congestion indi-

cations if the source has reacted to a previous delay-based con-

gestion indication or to a dropped packet in the last round-trip

time.

Finally, the minimum congestion window for TCP-LP flows

in the inference phase is set to 1. In this way, TCP-LP flows

conservatively ensure that an excess bandwidth of at least one

packet per round-trip time is available before probing for addi-

tional bandwidth.

B.3 Pseudo Code

Variables

new-ACK: indication that ACK packet has arrived

cong ind: congestion indication

itti: inference time-out timer indication

cwnd: congestion window

Pseudocode

1. if (new ACK == 1)

2. if (cong ind == 1)

3. if (itti == 1)

4. cwnd = 1;

5. else

6. cwnd = cwnd/2;

7. endif

8. itt = 1;

9. else

10. if (itti != 1)

11. cwnd += 1/cwnd;

12. endif

13. endif

14. endif

Fig. 3. TCP-LP Congestion Avoidance Policy

Figure 3 shows the pseudo code for TCP-LP’s congestion

avoidance policy. We denote cwnd as congestion window size

and itti as the inference time-out timer state indicator. It is set

to one when the timer is initiated and to zero when the timer ex-

pires. Further, Figure 4 illustrates a schematic view of TCP-LP’s

congestion window behavior at different stages, where points

on the top mark early congestion indications and the inference

timer period is labeled itt. For example, with the first early con-

gestion indicator, this flow enters the inference phase. It later

successfully exits the inference phase into additive increase as

no further early congestion indicators occur. On the other hand,

the second early congestion indicator is followed by a second in-

dicator within the inference phase such that the congestion win-

dow is subsequently set to one.
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B.4 Preserving TCP-Transparency in Large Aggregation Regimes

A key goal of TCP-LP is to achieve non-intrusiveness to TCP

flows. Thus, as explained above, TCP-LP reduces its window

size to one packet per RTT in the presence of TCP flows. How-

ever, in scenarios with many TCP-LP flows, it becomes increas-

ingly possible for TCP-LP aggregates to impact TCP flows. For

example, consider a scenario with a hundred TCP-LP flows

competing with TCP flows on a 10 Mb/s link. If the round-

trip time of the TCP-LP flows is 100 ms and the packet size

is 1500 Bytes, then this TCP-LP aggregate utilizes 12% of the

bandwidth, despite the fact that each flow sends only a single

packet per RTT.5 To mitigate this problem, TCP-LP decreases

the packet size to 64 Bytes whenever the window size drops be-

low 5 packets. In this way, TCP-LP significantly decreases its

impact on TCP flows in high-aggregation regimes, yet it is still

able to quickly react (after RTT) to changes in congestion. In

the above example, a hundred TCP-LP flows would then utilize

only 0.5% of the bandwidth in the presence of TCP flows.

C. Modeling TCP and TCP-LP Interactions

As described above, TCP-LP must detect congestion earlier

than TCP. However, in a heterogeneous networking environ-

ment, different flows can have different round-trip times ranging

from several msec to several sec. Here we address to what extent

TCP-LP flows with large round-trip times can still infer conges-

tion prior to TCP flows with smaller round-trip times. Such be-

havior is required such that TCP-LP flows with large round-trip

times can still utilize excess network bandwidth without hinder-

ing TCP flows with small round-trip times.

Our approach is to develop a simple queueing model that

characterizes TCP-LP’s non-intrusiveness in the presence of

TCP cross-traffic, and quantifies it with respect to the thresh-

old parameter δ. The model, illustrated in Figure 5, consists of

a bottleneck queue with capacity C driven by traffic from one

TCP-LP connection with round-trip time rttl. Moreover, the

queue services (high priority) TCP cross traffic with round-trip

time denoted by rtth. For simplicity, the cross traffic is also

modeled as originating from a single TCP connection.

Denoting the queue’s total buffer space by Q, the early con-

gestion indication condition is satisfied whenever the queue

length is greater than Qδ packets, which is equivalent to con-

dition (2) with γ = 1 in this idealistic scenario. Further con-

sider that without congestion, the two flows are increasing their

rates linearly with constants αl and αh packets per second re-

spectively.6

In such a scenario and under a fluid flow model, we can quan-

tify the conditions in which the TCP-LP flow will decrease its

sending rate before the TCP cross-traffic will experience packet

loss. We assume that the queue is initially empty and consider

that the aggregate rate of the two flows is C at t = 0. Denote tl
and th as the respective times when the TCP-LP and TCP cross-

traffic flow determine that the queue is congested. For TCP-LP,

5We disregard the effects of the exponential-backoff phase that may actually
decrease this percentage.

6An increase in congestion window of α packets is considered to be equal to
an increase in bandwidth of α packets per second.

TCP-LP

Cross

Traffic

rtt

rtt

C

l

h

Fig. 5. Simplified Model of Heterogeneous RTT Effects

this time is given by the solution to

Qδ =

∫ tl

0

(C + (αl/rttl + αh/rtth)t − C)dt, (3)

so that tl =
√

2Qδ
αl/rttl+αh/rtth

. Similarly, th =
√

2Q
αl/rttl+αh/rtth

. In Equation (3), the term C + (αl/rttl +

αh/rtth)t denotes the instantaneous arrival rate of the two flows

at time t, whereas C denotes the service rate. For the TCP-

LP flow to decrease its rate before the cross traffic experiences

packet loss, it is necessary that tl + rttl < th, which is equiva-

lent to

rttl <

√

2Q

αl/rttl + αh/rtth
(1 −

√
δ). (4)

To interpret this result, consider that αl/rttl = nαh/rtth.

For αl = αh, this means that the TCP-LP flow’s round-trip time

is n times larger than the competing TCP flow’s round-trip. In

this case, the above condition is equivalent to

n(n + 1) <
αh

α2
l rtth

2Q(1 −
√

δ)2. (5)

Inequality (5) gives an upper bound on n as a function of the

cross traffic’s round-trip time rtth, the queue size Q (in packets)

and the delay threshold δ. To interpret this result, consider a

typical queue size of Q = 2.5Crtth and increase parameters

αl = αh = 1 packet/RTT. With the approximation that n(n +
1) ≈ n2, we have that

n <
√

5C(1 −
√

δ).

Figure 6 depicts the relationship between the ratios of the

round-trip times n and the delay threshold δ for capacity C =
1.5 Mb/s and average packet size of 1 kB. Observe that TCP-

LP’s responsiveness rapidly decreases with increasing delay

threshold δ. Moreover, the figure indicates TCP-LP’s potential

to achieve TCP transparency. For example, the point (0.4, 11.25)

shows that with delay threshold δ = 0.4, a single TCP-LP con-

nection infers congestion before the competing TCP incurs loss,

even if the TCP-LP flow’s round-trip time is 11 times larger than

that of the TCP flow. Similar conclusions can be drawn from

Equation (5) for rttl = rtth and αl 6= αh.

D. Guidelines for Parameter Settings

Here, we propose guidelines for setting TCP-LP’s parameters

given that the receipt of a single packet whose smoothed one-

way delay is greater than a prespecified threshold serves as an

early notification of congestion to a TCP-LP flow.
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D.1 Delay Smoothing γ

First, we consider the delay smoothing parameter γ of Equa-

tion (1). With large variations in network delay due to bursty

cross traffic, smoothing one-way packet delays is essential for

preventing false early congestion indications. On the other hand

smoothing over excessively long time intervals (corresponding

to small vales for γ) can substantially degrade TCP-LP’s ability

to detect congestion in its early stages. To balance these two

requirements, TCP-LP uses smoothing parameter γ = 1/8, the

value typically used for computing the smoothed round-trip time

for TCP.

D.2 Delay Threshold δ

Next, we consider the early-congestion-indication delay

threshold δ of Equation (2). The example from Figure 6 il-

lustrates the advantages of small values for the threshold δ as

TCP-LP’s responsiveness decreases when δ increases. However,

the use of very small thresholds can substantially degrade TCP-

LP’s throughput in realistic scenarios. This is because even very

small (and frequent) bursts of cross-traffic can cause queueing

delays on a bottleneck link. TCP-LP senses these delays from

the edge, and if it uses small thresholds, frequent delay oscilla-

tions can be misinterpreted as congestion indications, even in a

lightly loaded network. In turn, false early congestion indica-

tions would cause a TCP-LP flow to unnecessarily decrease its

sending rate.

TCP-LP C

DATA
FTP/TCPRECV.

ACK

Fig. 7. Scenario with Reverse ACK Traffic

Thus, δ must be set to balance increased protocol responsive-

ness with avoiding false early congestion indications. To obtain

the smallest value of δ capable of avoiding false indications,

we devise the following experiment with reverse traffic. We

consider a single TCP-LP flow in a single-bottleneck scenario,

where different numbers of long-lived FTP/TCP flows operate

in the reverse direction, as depicted in Figure 7. Thus, the ACK

packets of the TCP flow form a cross-traffic stream that multi-

plexes with TCP-LP’s data traffic. The objective is to set the

threshold δ such that TCP-LP’s throughput does not degrade in

the presence of this reference ACK stream.

Figure 8 depicts TCP-LP’s normalized throughput for differ-

ent values of the threshold parameter δ. Observe that even this

low bit-rate cross-traffic reference stream, which consists solely

of ACK packets, can degrade TCP-LP’s throughput substan-

tially if the threshold is set too low. For example, as depicted

in Figure 8, TCP-LP’s throughput can drop to as low as 10% of

the link bandwidth if the threshold δ is set to 0.01. However, the

figure also indicates that the throughput improves with increas-

ing δ, since for larger values of δ TCP-LP becomes non-sensitive

to pure ACK bursts.
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Thus, while necessarily not comprehensive, we find that set-

ting the threshold δ to the value of 0.15 is able to accurately

decouple the influence of ACK cross-traffic streams from data

cross-traffic streams. In other words, while being robust in uti-

lizing available bandwidth in the presence of pure ACK streams,

TCP-LP retains its responsive nature in the presence of pure data

or aggregation of data and ACK streams.7

D.3 Inference Time-out itt

Finally, a similar tradeoff between congestion-responsiveness

and throughput-aggressiveness holds for the inference time-out

timer parameter. With a longer inference time-out timer, TCP-

LP becomes more responsive to congestion whereas a smaller

inference time-out timer causes TCP-LP to switch sooner to the

more aggressive additive-increase phase. To compromise be-

tween the two, we set itt to three round-trip times, thereby giving

enough space for a TCP-LP flow to rapidly decrease its window

size in periods of persistent congestion, while at the same time

allowing TCP-LP to probe the network aggressively enough.

IV. SIMULATION PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we describe TCL-LP/ECN, a benchmark algo-

rithm that uses network ECN instead of end-point delay thresh-

olds to infer congestion. This provides means to evaluate the

early-congestion-inference aspect of TCP-LP separately from

its congestion-control policy. We also present the baseline sim-

ulation scenario and describe the “square-wave” and web-like

background traffic patterns.

7Numerous additional simulations (not shown) including scenarios with hun-
dreds of flows, heterogeneous link capacities and multiple bottlenecks corrob-
orate that this value represents a high performance compromise between TCP-
LP’s responsiveness and ability to prevent false congestion indications.
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A. TCP-LP/ECN Benchmark Algorithm

Here, we describe TCP-LP/ECN, a variant of TCP-LP that

uses ECN for detecting congestion instead of one-way packet

delays. (Recall that one of our basic design goals is to develop

an end-point protocol that is able to operate without any support

from the network.) Use of router-supported early congestion

indication allows us to study the effectiveness of inferences from

one-way packet delay to provide early inference of congestion.

We simulate TCP-LP/ECN by modifying the implementation

of RED [9] in ns-2 as follows. First, we set the minimum and

the maximum RED thresholds to the value of δQ packets. Sec-

ond, we configure the RED gateways to set the ECN bit in the

TCP-LP packet header when the average queue size exceeds δQ
as an early indication of congestion. When a TCP-LP receiver

receives a data packet with the ECN bit set in the packet header,

the receiver sets the ECN bit in the next outgoing ACK packet.

On the other hand, packets belonging to TCP flows are neither

marked nor dropped when the queue size exceeds δQ, and TCP

packets are dropped only when the queue overflows. In this

way, TCP-LP/ECN emulates the distributed TCP-LP protocol

with the former using router queue measurements and the latter

using end-point delay measurements.

B. Topology and Background Traffic

As a baseline topology, we consider many flows sharing a sin-

gle congested link as shown in Figure 9. The bandwidth of this

link is either 1.5 Mb/s or 10 Mb/s and it has propagation delay

20 ms. The access links have capacity 100 Mb/s and delay 2 ms,

so that the minimum round-trip time for flows is approximately

50 ms. The queue size is set to 2.5 times the delay-bandwidth

product. For each data point, we perform 50 simulation runs and

report averages. Each simulation run lasts 1000 sec. Our ns-2

implementation of TCP-LP is derived by modifying TCP/Reno.

0 1
1.5/10Mbps

100Mbps 100Mbps

...


...


Fig. 9. Single Bottleneck Simulation Scenario

To explore the dynamics of TCP-LP, we use on-off constant-

rate flows with equal on and off times, giving periodic “square-

wave” patterns of available bandwidth as in reference [2]. While

not representative of actual traffic patterns, this scenario is mo-

tivated by the need to systematically explore TCP-LP’s ability

to utilize the excess bandwidth and to study its transparency and

fairness properties in the presence of dynamic background traf-

fic. In these experiments, the available bandwidth alternates be-

tween the full link capacity of 10 Mb/s and 3.3 Mb/s when the

periodic source is idle and active respectively. The period of

oscillations is changed from one to 1000 round-trip times, i.e.,

from 50 ms to 50 sec.

Next, to explore TCP-LP’s behavior with web traffic, we

adopt the model developed in [6]. In this model, clients initi-

ate sessions from randomly chosen web sites with several web

pages downloaded from each site. Each page contains several

objects, each of which requires a TCP connection for delivery

(i.e., HTTP 1.0). The inter-page and inter-object time distribu-

tions are exponential with means of one sec and one msec, re-

spectively. Each page consists of ten objects and the object size

is distributed according to a Pareto distribution with shape pa-

rameter 1.2.

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

We now use simulation to evaluate the performance of TCP-

LP in a variety of scenarios, including FTP, “square-wave”,

and HTTP background traffic patterns, with long and short-

lived TCP flows and both single and multiple-bottleneck net-

work topologies. Our goal is to explore TCP-LP’s behav-

ior in both artificial and realistic network environments. We

evaluate TCP-LP’s impact on both the throughput and delay

characteristics of competing cross-traffic. Moreover, we ex-

plore TCP-LP’s ability to utilize the excess network band-

width and to achieve fairness among competing TCP-LP flows.

The TCP-LP ns code and simulation scripts are available at

http://www.ece.rice.edu/networks/TCP-LP.

A. FTP and Reverse Background Traffic

We first consider simultaneous FTP downloads, where one

flow uses TCP-LP and the other uses TCP. Our objectives are

to examine to what extent TCP-LP can utilize excess bandwidth

in the presence of greedy long-lived TCP traffic, and to inves-

tigate the extent to which TCP-LP flows perturb TCP traffic.

In addition to this scenario, we also measure the throughput in

simulations without TCP-LP consisting of one and two TCP

flows. The results are summarized in the first row of Table I.

In this scenario, there is no excess capacity available for TCP-

LP, and TCP-LP slightly perturbs the TCP flows and receives a

throughput of 2.7% of the link capacity for both TCP-LP and

TCP-LP/ECN.

With ten FTP/TCP flows in the reverse direction, the ACKs

of the forward-direction TCP flows are delayed thereby increas-

ing their round-trip time and ACK losses, and decreasing their

throughput. Thus, excess capacity is indeed available for TCP-

LP flows. In particular, the second row of Table I illustrates that

the throughput of the (forward) TCP flow in this case is 49.7%.

With the presence of a TCP-LP flow, the TCP flow’s throughput

is only marginally reduced to 49.3%, indicating that TCP-LP

achieves nearly perfect TCP transparency while achieving 7.3%

throughput.
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TABLE I

NORMALIZED THROUGHPUT (%)

scenario TCP TCP vs. TCP-LP TCP vs. TCP-LP/ECN TCP vs. TCP

no reverse TCP traffic 100 96.8 vs. 2.7 96.8 vs. 2.7 50 vs. 50

reverse TCP traffic 49.7 49.3 vs. 7.3 49.1 vs. 8 32 vs. 32

Figure 10 depicts the temporal dynamics of this scenario and

illustrates that TCP’s congestion window widely oscillates in the

range between zero and 30 packets. The window of the TCP-

LP flow, also depicted, is able to track TCP’s oscillation and

increases its own window size when TCP’s window decreases,

and via early congestion inference, TCP-LP quickly backs off

when the TCP flow ramps up its window size. By the time the

TCP flow’s window reaches its maximum of 30 packets, TCP-

LP is in the inference phase, waiting for the next opportunity to

utilize excess bandwidth.

B. Square-wave Background Traffic

Next, we explore TCP-LP’s performance in the presence of

square-wave background traffic as described in Section IV-B.

B.1 Square Wave Period

Our first experiments investigate TCP-LP’s ability to utilize

excess bandwidth remaining from periodic on-off flows that

transmit at constant rate when “on”. Figure 11 depicts the band-

width utilized by TCP, TCP-LP and TCP-LP/ECN, normalized

to 6.6 Mb/s, the average excess bandwidth left unused by the

square-wave background traffic. Each point in the figure repre-

sents the normalized bandwidth, utilized by the respective pro-

tocol, for a given period of the square-wave’s oscillation. For

comparison, we also depict the normalized average available

bandwidth curve.
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Fig. 11. Utilized Available Bandwidth vs. Square Wave Period

Observe that all three curves in Figure 11 have similar shape,

and all three protocols utilize approximately only 50% of the

available bandwidth when the square-wave period is too small

(e.g., 0.2 seconds). Surprisingly, in this regime, both TCP-LP

and TCP-LP/ECN utilize more available bandwidth than TCP.

This is due to the early congestion indication and responsive

congestion avoidance policy of the TCP-LP protocol, which is

able to defer access to the cross-traffic bursts (from 0 to 2/3

C in this case) while avoiding entering the exponential-backoff

phase.

B.2 Aggregation Level

Next, we explore the impact of the number of flows under a

fixed square wave period of 6.4 sec. Figure 12 illustrates that

with higher levels of aggregation consisting of even 5 flows,

TCP flows quickly overcome the performance problem of Fig-

ure 11. On the other hand, for TCP-LP utilization increases

more slowly with aggregation level, as with a small number

of flows, TCP-LP is not able to develop large congestion win-

dows because it senses the existence of other competing TCP-LP

flows and decreases its window accordingly. However, TCP-LP

overcomes this problem with a larger number of multiplexed

flows.
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B.3 Fairness

Here we study fairness among TCP-LP flows using Jain’s fair-

ness index [14]. The index, always between 0 and 1, is 1 if

all flow throughputs are the same. If only k of the n users re-

ceive equal throughput and the remaining n - k users receive zero

throughput, the fairness index is k/n. Our experiments include

ten flows of the same type (TCP, TCP-LP or TCP-LP/ECN) that

compete with the same non-responsive square wave background

traffic.
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Fig. 13. Fairness Index vs. Square Wave Period

Figure 13 depicts the fairness indexes of three protocols for

different periods of square wave oscillations. First, observe that

for both TCP and TCP-LP/ECN, the fairness index is approxi-

mately equal to 1 for all periods. However, TCP-LP’s fairness
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index is slightly below one for time scales of up to 400 ms. Ex-

amining the traces, we conclude that this originates from in-

accurate estimates of the minimum and maximum delays. In

most cases, one TCP-LP flow over-estimates the minimum de-

lay value dmin due to wide and frequent oscillations of the back-

ground traffic. For this reason, it sends more than its fair share

and the fairness index drops slightly. However, as the oscillation

period increases, all flows use periods of low cross-traffic rate to

accurately estimate the minimum one-way delay.

C. HTTP Background Traffic

Here, we explore TCP-LP’s behavior in an environment dom-

inated by web-like transactions in the scenario described in Sec-

tion IV-B. The performance measure of interest is the web-file

retrieval (response) time, and we investigate TCP-LP’s impact

on this measure. As a standard of idealized performance, we use

the measured retrieval times in a scenario with only web-traffic

present in the system. Further, we perform multi-node exper-

iments to study issues such as heterogeneous round-trip times

and early congestion inference with multiple bottlenecks.

We run four experiments for the topology of Figure 9 with

a link capacity of 1.5 Mb/s. In addition to web traffic between

nodes zero and one, there is one FTP connection that operates in

the same direction as the web-traffic. This connection is a long-

lived bulk transfer and is a candidate for low-priority service.

In the first three experiments, the FTP connection uses TCP-

LP, TCP-LP/ECN, and TCP. Finally, to measure web-traffic re-

sponse times without any cross-traffic, we perform a fourth ex-

periment in which no FTP traffic is generated. For the web trans-

actions, we measure and average the response times for different

sized objects.8

C.1 Impact on HTTP Response Times

To explore TCP-LP’s impact on web traffic, we compare

HTTP file retrieval times with and without background TCP-

LP bulk transfers.9 Figure 14 depicts the averaged difference

between the two transfer times. For example, when TCP-LP is

used for a long-lived file transfer, the mean retrieval time for a

10 kB web-file is 0.49 sec. On the other hand, this retrieval time

is 0.43 sec when there is no TCP-LP file transfer, hence the point

(10, 0.06) in the figure. These experiments illustrate the non-

intrusive aspect of TCP, as the long-lived TCP-LP bulk trans-

fer flow only slightly increases the mean web-traffic response

time, with increasing transparency achieved with larger HTTP

file sizes.

C.2 Impact of High vs. Low Priority Bulk Transfer

We next show that if the bulk transfer flow uses TCP rather

than TCP-LP, then the web response times are significantly de-

graded. Figure 15 depicts web-file response times normalized

by the response times obtained when the background file trans-

fer uses TCP. Because of this normalization, the curve labeled

“TCP” in Figure 15 is a straight line with a value of one.

8As in [11], file sizes are grouped into 85 bins, each of which spans an interval
[x,1.1x], and the average is taken over each bin.

9Throughput the paper, the HTTP response-time simulations use the same
sample path of file sizes and think times.
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Observe that use of TCP-LP for bulk data transfer reduces

the web traffic response times by approximately 80% compared

to TCP bulk transfer. For example, the average response time

for the 10 kB file from the web-traffic stream is 2.46 sec when

web traffic multiplexes with a TCP bulk-transfer background

flow. This time is considerably larger than the 0.49 sec response

time when TCP-LP is used for the bulk data transfer. TCP-

LP’s reduction in response time for web traffic occurs because

without it, the TCP bulk-transfer demands its fair share of net-

work bandwidth when competing with web-traffic. On the other

hand, the bulk-transfer flow itself utilizes 61% of the bandwidth

when TCP is used, only 10% more than when TCP-LP is used.

This result emphasizes the benefits of low prioritization of bulk

data transfers over web-traffic, which TCP-LP achieves in a dis-

tributed manner.

D. Multiple Bottlenecks

We next consider a more realistic multiple bottleneck scenario

using the topologies of Figures 16 and 19. In all experiments,

links 0-1, 1-2 and 2-3 have capacity of 1.5 Mb/s, while all the

others have capacity of 100 Mb/s.

FTP
0 1 2 3

www(1) www(2) www(3)

server pool(1) server pool(2) server pool(3)

client pool(1) client pool(2) client pool(3)

Fig. 16. First Topology for Multiple Bottlenecks
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D.1 RTT Heterogeneity

To study TCP-LP when its round-trip time increases com-

pared to round-trip times of competing HTTP flows, we con-

sider the scenario in which the bulk file-transfer flow traverses

multiple bottlenecks as shown in Figure 16. There are three

server and client pools, each of which generates cross-traffic on

different bottleneck links.
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Figure 17 depicts the averaged difference between HTTP

file response times with and without the presence of a bulk-

transfer TCP-LP flow. Observe that despite having the average

round-trip time three times as large, TCP-LP retains its non-

intrusiveness to the HTTP/TCP flows. This confirms the mod-

eling result from Section III-C, which states that TCP-LP flows

are non-intrusive to TCP flows even if their round-trip times are

much larger. Also, we do not observe any substantial differ-

ence between TCP-LP and TCP-LP/ECN, except that TCP-LP

is slightly more responsive for large files.

D.2 Multi-hop Bulk Transfer

Figure 18 depicts the response times for different sized ob-

jects from all three pools normalized by the response times ob-

tained when background FTP transfer uses TCP. We observe

that the benefit of prioritization observed in the single bottle-

neck scenario still holds in this multiple-bottleneck scenario, al-

though less pronounced. The difference is because the long-

lived TCP flow is now less intrusive to web traffic due to its

larger round-trip time.
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D.3 Multi-hop Web Traffic

Next, we consider the scenario in which web traffic traverses

multiple hops and three FTP connections each traverse a sin-

gle hop as depicted in Figure 19. Thus, the FTP flows in this

scenario play the role of “fast elephants”, a term for long-lived

flows with short round-trip times [21].

www

0 1 2 3
FTP(1) FTP(2) FTP(3)

client poolserver pool

Fig. 19. Second Topology for Multiple Bottlenecks

Figure 20 depicts the averaged difference between web file

response times with and without the three TCP-LP bulk trans-

fers. In this scenario, the small TCP-LP round-trip time only

improves its responsiveness and non-intrusiveness to competing

web-traffic such that it becomes fully transparent to TCP. For

example, the mean response time for the 10 kB file is 0.98 sec,

while it is 0.74 sec in the idealized scenario when there are no

FTP downloads in the system. This is revealed as the point (10,

0.24) for TCP-LP in Figure 20. Observe that the absolute dif-

ference in response times increases three times in this scenario

when compared to the single-node scenario simply because the

HTTP traffic now traverses three congested hops. However, the

per-node impact of the bulk-transfer TCP-LP flows is approxi-

mately unchanged.
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Finally, for comparison, we again explore the system behavior

when TCP is used for bulk data transfers. Figure 21 depicts the

normalized response times for HTTP file retrievals. The figure

indicates that “fast TCP elephants” severely impede the perfor-

mance of web traffic that traverses multiple hops. For example,

in this scenario, the average response time for a 10 kB file from

the HTTP traffic stream is 14.27 sec.

This poor performance is because many web-traffic flows ex-

perience loss of their first packet which requires waiting for a

default time-out interval of 3 sec before resending. According to

our results, each TCP flow from the web stream experiences four

to five such timeout intervals on average. An interested reader

can find more details on this problem in [11]. On the other hand,

the results from Figure 21 indicate that simple two-class prioriti-

zation achieved by TCP-LP can successfully provide a desirable

system behavior. While TCP-LP attains 52% of the bandwidth

(10% less than TCP), it improves web-traffic response times by

more than 90%.

VI. PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION AND INTERNET

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first describe the implementation details

of TCP-LP in Linux and explain the specific use of the TCP
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TABLE II

NORMALIZED TCP THROUGHPUT (%) VS. NUMBER OF FLOWS

Number of TCP and TCP-LP flows 1 2 5 10 15 20

Normalized TCP throughput 99.49 99.25 99.50 99.02 98.29 99.15
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window-scaling and timestamping options from [12]. Next, we

examine the protocol performance on a testbed and evaluate

three important TCP-LP features. The first is non-intrusiveness

to TCP traffic in large aggregation regimes; the second is the

ability of both a single TCP-LP flow and aggregates to uti-

lize the available bandwidth in the presence of highly dynamic

cross traffic; the third is fairness among TCP-LP flows. Further-

more, we perform Internet measurements to evaluate the extent

to which TCP-LP can utilize excess bandwidth in the presence

of greedy TCP traffic. Finally, we measure TCP-LP’s perfor-

mance during a 24-hour period in a wide-area network and ex-

plore the impact of time-of-day effects on TCP-LP’s throughput.

A. Implementation

Our implementation of TCP-LP is derived by modifying the

Linux-2.4.19-web100 kernel, which applies TCP Sack, and the

TCP-LP source code is available at http://www.ece.rice.edu /net-

works/TCP-LP. Besides having monitoring and debugging fea-

tures, the above kernel supports the window-scaling option [12],

which allows the use of larger window sizes (about 1 GByte) and

enables TCP-LP to fully utilize the available bandwidth. Note

that many TCP stacks do not support this option by default, such

that the TCP header allocates only 16 bits for window advertise-

ment, which limits maximum window size to 64 kBytes.

TCP-LP also uses the TCP timestamping option from [12] for

the one-way delay measurements as explained in Section III. In

short, each TCP packet carries two four-byte timestamp fields.

A TCP-LP sender timestamps one of these fields with its cur-

rent clock value when it sends a data packet. On the other side,

the receiver echoes back this timestamp value and in addition

timestamps the ACK packet with its own current time. Thus, us-

ing these two values, the TCP-LP sender may measure one-way

packet delays. However, each end-system measures time (and

timestamps packet fields) in the “local unit” that corresponds to

the number of clock ticks elapsed since a reference point in time.

Since the clock granularity10 may be different for the TCP-LP

sender and receiver, the sender has to first estimate the receiver’s

10Typically 100, 512 or 1024 ticks per second.

clock granularity in order to use its timestamps for one-way de-

lay measurements. The TCP-LP sender performs this task by

monitoring the ACK packet’s timestamp field and measuring the

number of remote ticks elapsed during the one-second period af-

ter the connection establishment. Finally, the sender accurately

estimates the receiver’s clock granularity by choosing a value

from the set of possible values (e.g., 100, 512 or 1024) that is

closest to the measured number of remote clock ticks per sec-

ond.

To the best of our knowledge, TCP-LP is the first TCP stack

that uses timestamping option for computing one-way delays.

This option is originally developed to alleviate computation of

round-trip times. We emphasize the fact that the use of one-way

delays is an essential requirement for low-priority transport pro-

tocols in the Internet, as will be discussed in detail in Section

VII. Finally, while we do not observe any problems with a drift

between the sender and the receiver clocks, TCP-LP neverthe-

less applies resets of dmin and dmax on three minute intervals

by default.

B. Testbed Experiments

Here, we report the results obtained on a testbed at Rice Uni-

versity. The testbed consists of two Linux clusters, as shown

in Figure 9, with the difference that the bottleneck capacity is

100 Mb/s. Regular TCP (non-TCP-LP) flows apply the Linux-

2.4.19-web100 kernel using TCP Sack.

B.1 TCP Transparency in Large Aggregation Regimes

To achieve TCP-transparent behavior in large aggregation

regimes, TCP-LP reduces its window size to one packet per

RTT in the presence of TCP flows and decreases packet size to

64 Bytes. Here, we consider scenarios with many flows to eval-

uate whether TCP-LP remains non-intrusive in such regimes.

We perform experiments with simultaneous TCP and TCP-

LP file transfers where the number of flows in the system (both

TCP and TCP-LP) increases from one to 20, as shown in Table

II. The second row of the table shows aggregate TCP throughput

normalized to the throughput obtained when there are no TCP-

LP flows in the network. Observe that the influence of TCP-LP

flows is indeed marginal and that TCP throughput degrades by

less than 1% on average. More importantly, observe that as the

number of TCP-LP flows increases, the TCP throughput does

not degrade. According to the theoretical computations from

Section III-B.4, we would require more than 390 TCP-LP flows

in the above experiment to degrade TCP’s throughput by more

than 2%.

B.2 Available Bandwidth Utilization

Next, we evaluate TCP-LP’s ability to utilize the available

bandwidth in the presence of extremely dynamic cross-traffic.
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To this end, we perform an experiment similar to the one from

Section V-B with square-wave UDP cross-traffic oscillating be-

tween 0 and 2/3 of the link capacity, and where the period of

oscillation changes from 50 ms up to 51.2 sec. We generate

the cross-traffic stream using active probing software from [18].

Figure 22 depicts the bandwidth utilized by TCP-LP and TCP,

normalized to the average excess bandwidth left unused by the

square-wave’s oscillation.

Observe that the curves in Figure 22 are somewhat different

from the curves in Figure 11 since here we do not notice signif-

icant degradation of TCP and TCP-LP throughputs on shorter

time-scales of the background traffic. We believe that his is

due to shorter round-trip times in this scenario (the minimum

RTT is 2 ms) that enable both TCP and TCP-LP flows to apply a

more robust control and avoid entering the exponential-backoff

phase. Furthermore, observe that again both protocols have sim-

ilar behavior, with TCP-LP having slightly better performance

on longer time-scales.
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Fig. 22. Utilized Available Bandwidth vs. Square Wave Period

B.3 Aggregation Level and Fairness

Finally, we repeat the simulation experiment from Section

V-B.2 in our testbed and explore the impact of the number of

flows under a fixed square wave period of 6.4 sec. Figure 23

shows that TCP-LP utilization increases very quickly (quicker

than TCP) with aggregation level in this scenario. Also, we

measure the fairness index of ten TCP-LP flows and our results

(not shown) confirm that TCP-LP flows achieve inter-TCP-LP

fairness.
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C. Internet Experiments

Next, we evaluate TCP-LP’s performance in the Internet. All

flows in the experiments (both TCP and TCP-LP) are originated

from Rice University (Houston, TX) and the receivers are lo-

cated 14 hops away, at SLAC (Stanford, CA). The flows tra-

verse the Rice campus network, local and regional providers

networks, and finally the Stanford campus network.

C.1 TCP-LP and a Greedy Long-Lived TCP Flow

We consider simultaneous FTP downloads, where one flow

uses TCP-LP and the other uses TCP. Our objective is two-fold.

First, we want to check TCP-LP’s non-intrusiveness property in

a WAN environment. Second, we want to investigate to what

extent can TCP-LP utilize excess bandwidth in the presence of a

greedy long-lived TCP traffic. To obtain a time-dependent func-

tion of the utilized bandwidth, we perform simultaneous down-

loads each five minutes, and thus obtain 12 throughput samples

per hour for each of the flows.

Figure 24 depicts the TCP and TCP-LP throughput over a

12-hour (720 minutes) period.11 First, observe that whenever

TCP throughput is high (around 60 Mb/s), TCP-LP throughput

remains low, thus confirming its TCP-transparent property. On

the other hand, when the cross-traffic activity is strong enough

(see Figure 24 when the x-axis is less than 200 minutes), TCP

throughput drops down significantly, yet TCP-LP does not uti-

lize substantially more bandwidth because it also gives prior-

ity to cross-traffic flows. However, observe that there are times

(e.g., 200 min, 300 min, 440 min), when cross-traffic can sim-

ply hinder TCP from fully utilizing the available bandwidth (by

forcing it to enter exponential backoff), yet leaving some band-

width unused. TCP-LP detects such moments and successfully

fills these gaps in TCP throughput. Thus, while these events are

much less pronounced than in Figure 10 (due to the lack of re-

verse cross-traffic), TCP-LP demonstrates an important ability

to detect and exploit such events.
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C.2 Time-of-Day Effects

Finally, we explore the impact of time-of-day effects on TCP-

LP’s throughput. Naturally, our hypothesis is that more band-

width is available during nights when the network is less uti-

lized. Furthermore, our goal is to quantify the amount of band-

width available to a TCP-LP flow, and to compare it to TCP

throughput. To obtain the desired time-dependent functions of

TCP and TCP-LP throughputs, while mitigating the above si-

multaneous file transfers effects (where TCP utilizes the en-

tire available bandwidth), we interchangeably measure TCP and

TCP-LP throughputs in the 5-minute intervals over a 24-hour

period. In this way, we obtain totally 12 samples per hour, six

11The experiments took place during a weekend, and that is why the figure
lacks time-of-day effects.
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for each of the flows. While necessarily not comprehensive (due

to traffic fluctuations over short time intervals), this methodol-

ogy provides a reasonable way to independently measure TCP

and TCP-LP throughputs on the same network path.

Figure 25 depicts the TCP and TCP-LP throughputs mea-

sured over a 24-hour period, starting at midnight. Note first that

the time-of-day effects are clearly observable for both TCP and

TCP-LP. As expected, the effects are more pronounced for the

TCP-LP flow, which gives priority to all flows on the end-to-

end path, and utilizes only the bandwidth that is left unused.

On the other hand, TCP competes for resources with the cross

traffic flows, and eventually utilizes its share of bandwidth. Fig-

ure 25 indicates that in the after-midnight hours (midnight to

8 a.m.) as well as in the after-working hours (5 p.m. to mid-

night), TCP-LP throughput fluctuates between 50% and 100%

of TCP’s throughput at the same time, utilizing approximately

75% of the TCP bandwidth on average. On the other hand, dur-

ing working hours (8 a.m. - 5 p.m.), TCP-LP throughput fluc-

tuates between 0% and 100% of TCP’s throughput, utilizing ap-

proximately 45% of the TCP bandwidth in this interval on aver-

age. Thus, the experiment illustrates that despite its low-priority

nature, a TCP-LP flow is able to utilize significant amounts of

available bandwidth in a wide-area network environment.
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VII. RELATED WORK

The most related protocol to TCP-LP is TCP-Nice [22],

which aims to provide a system support for background file

replication. TCP-LP [16] and TCP-Nice are developed in par-

allel and completely independently from each other. TCP-Nice

is designed as an extension to TCP-Vegas [3], with a more sen-

sitive congestion detector. It uses RTT-threshold-based conges-

tion indication scheme where the congestion is indicated if more

than 50% packets encounter RTT-delay threshold. On the other

hand, recall that TCP-LP reacts to one-way-delay threshold-

based congestion indications as recommended in [8], and more

aggressively decreases window size in times of persistent con-

gestion. The key difference between TCP-LP and TCP-Nice is

the use of one-way delay measurements (TCP-LP) vs. round-

trip delays (TCP-Nice) for congestion indication. The use of

one-way delays is fundamentally required for low-priority trans-

port protocols because the cross-traffic in the direction from

the receiver to the sender may significantly prevent TCP-Nice

from utilizing the excess network bandwidth. More precisely, if

TCP-Nice’s ACK packets are persistently delayed on the reverse

path (such that the round-trip times are beyond the round-trip

threshold), TCP-Nice may achieve near zero throughput, inde-

pendently from the actual amount of the excess bandwidth in the

network. On the other hand, TCP-LP does not have this prob-

lem as it suppresses the influence of the reverse cross-traffic by

using one-way delay measurements.

While no protocols other than TCP-LP and TCP-Nice pro-

vide an end-point realization of a low priority service, there are

related efforts in several areas. First, one of the key TCP-LP

mechanisms is the use of packet delay measurements for early

congestion indications. Jain’s delay-based congestion avoid-

ance protocol [14], Wang et al.’s TCP/Dual [24], Brakmo et

al.’s TCP/Vegas [3] all use delay-based congestion control in

an effort to increase TCP throughput due to a reduced number

of packet losses and timeouts, and a reduced level of conges-

tion over the path. The key difference between TCP-LP and

RTT-based congestion control protocols is in their primary ob-

jective. While the former aim to achieve fair-share rate alloca-

tions, TCP-LP aims to utilize only excess bandwidth. In this

context, we also note that Martin et al. [17] suggest that RTT-

based congestion avoidance is problematic to incrementally de-

ploy in the Internet due to degraded throughput as compared to

TCP/Reno flows. Observe that TCP-LP does not suffer from this

problem again due to its different objective: TCP-LP targets the

excess-capacity rate vs. the fair-share rate. Thus, TCP-LP is in-

crementally deployable and could be successfully used by any

subset of Internet users.

Second, TCP-LP uses early congestion indication (earlier

than TCP) as a basis for achieving class differentiation. Clark

and Feng [5] proposed RIO (RED with In and Out) in which

routers apply different marking/dropping functions for differ-

ent classes of flows, thereby providing service differentiation.

While similar in philosophy to TCP-LP, TCP-LP develops an

end-point realization of early congestion indication for the pur-

pose of low-priority transfer. Consequently, TCP-LP is applica-

ble over routers and switches that provide no active queue man-

agement or service differentiation.

Third, TCP-LP relates to adaptive bandwidth allocation

schemes that aim to minimize file-transmission times using file-

size-based service differentiation. Guo and Matta [11] use RIO

in core routers and a packet classifier at the edge to distinguish

between long- and short-lived TCP flows. Yang and de Veciana

[25] develop TCP/SAReno in which the AIMD parameters dy-

namically depend on the remaining file size. While TCP-LP

also substantially improves file-transmission times in the best-

effort class, the key difference between TCP-LP and the above

schemes is that it provides strict low-priority service, indepen-

dent of the file size.

Next, as TCP-LP targets transmitting at the rate of available

bandwidth, it is related to cross-traffic estimation algorithms

which attempt to infer the available bandwidth via probing (see

reference [13] for a thorough review of such algorithms). For

example, Ribeiro et al. [20] and Alouf et al. [1] provide algo-

rithms for estimation of parameters of competing cross-traffic

under multifractal and Poisson models of cross traffic. In con-

trast, TCP-LP provides an adaptive estimation of available band-

width by continually monitoring one-way delays and dynami-

cally tracking the excess capacity. Similarly, Jain and Dovro-

lis [13] develop pathload, a delay-based rate-adaptive probing

scheme for estimating available bandwidth. The key difference
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between pathload and TCP-LP is that the latter aims to uti-

lize the available bandwidth, while the former only estimates it.

Moreover, TCP-LP addresses the case of multiple flows simul-

taneously inferring the available bandwidth by providing each

with a fair share (according to TCP fairness), an objective that

is problematic to achieve with probes.

Finally, end-point admission control algorithms also use

probes to detect if sufficient bandwidth is available for real-time

flows [4]. Unfortunately, such techniques have a “thrashing”

problem when many users probe simultaneously and none can

be admitted. While TCP-LP targets a low rather than high pri-

ority class, its basic ideas of adaptive and transparent bandwidth

estimation could be applied to end-point admission control and

alleviate the thrashing condition.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents TCP-LP, a protocol designed to achieve

low-priority service (as compared to the existing best-effort

class) from the network endpoints. TCP-LP allows low-priority

applications such as bulk data transfer to utilize excess band-

width without significantly perturbing non-TCP-LP flows. TCP-

LP is realized as a sender-side modification of the TCP conges-

tion control protocol and requires no functionality from the net-

work routers nor any other protocol changes. Moreover, TCP-

LP is incrementally deployable in the Internet. We performed

an extensive set of ns-2 simulations and Internet experiments

and showed that 1) TCP-LP is largely non-intrusive to TCP traf-

fic (including very large aggregation regimes) while at the same

time, TCP-LP flows can successfully utilize a large portion of

the excess network bandwidth. 2) In practice, significant ex-

cess capacity is available even in the presence of “greedy” long-

lived FTP/TCP flows due to factors such as ACK delays from

reverse traffic. 3) Competing TCP-LP flows share excess band-

width fairly. 4) File transfer times of best-effort web traffic are

significantly reduced when long-lived bulk data transfers use

TCP-LP rather than TCP. 5) Despite their low-priority nature,

even longer-RTT TCP-LP flows are able to utilize substantial

amounts of spare available bandwidth in a wide-area network

environment.
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